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Title of Item

Proxy for GSC
meeting in Nov

Description of item
Hi WEC, as you may know, Tiky's due date will be in Nov 6. We
are not sure whether we can attend the Nov GSC meeting. So we
wonder whether anyone of you might have time to join in GSM
meeting( first Wed) and HCA meeting( Second Wed) for
Westgate. Many thanks!
WEC always have meetings with closed doors. We suggest to
open some of our meetings to all residents, who are interested in
the decision making process, enthusiastic to get involved and
caring about our community. The benifits from doing this include
(but not limited to): 1) establish a good image of WEC about our
openness, fairness and transparency; 2) enhance the interaction
between WEC and the residents; 3) identify some core members
in the community, who may be potential candidates for the further
committee positions.

In order not to increase the food budget for the WEC meetings,
we suggest to open the meeting that is on the same day as the
townhall. Depending on the number of auditors, they can sit
around the table as other WEC members, or sit on the chairs off
Allow residents to the table. They may express their opinions during the discussion
audit (some of )
section, but they don't have the voting rights during the decision
the WEC meetings making section.

15 to 20 people can attend. $15 per person. 8 weeks. We will ask
$10 per person. $5 per person . We ask from wec total of $600.
art class for adults Price include the materials.
There's a good deal on Snow Tubing at Amesbury Sports Park,
it's a very fun winter activity for the whole family.
We suggest to purchase 20 tickets.
According to the deal we pay for 10 only (BOGO) at $24/ticket =
$240 expenditure, or $12/resident.
We ask the residents to pay $8/ticket (down from $24, we think is
fair), so WEC pays $4/ticket = $80 total.
Snow Tubing
We need to figure out how to get people over to Amesbury, 50
Excursion
minutes drive north of Cambridge.
Previous Year
Resident Survey
We will present the results applicable to WEC from the 2011-2012
Results
Resident Survey administered in May & June 2012.
frequency of WEC We suggest to have WEC meetings once a month before the
meetings
town hall, and rethinking the time and duration.
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Ami will check if he
can help

1

Few problem were
raised: fear
forespectful
behavior and not
representing the
general
beneficials. other
suggestion raised
like publish better
about WEC
decisions.
Will be further
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changes after
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the costs and
$600 length
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50 ticket were
approved, $200
were approved.
subsidised bus will
be further
discussed when
more information
$240 be provided

1
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Dean Ortiz

Parents Resource
Coordinators
Children's movies

Description of item
FYI- Dean Christine Ortiz from ODGE will be attending the
Halloween Party on Saturday, Oct 27.
A month or so ago we talked about acquiring some
family/children's movies for check out at the Tang front desk.
Naomi has already donated several. Is this something we'd like to
pursue?
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